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Systems thinking in Public Health



What is public health?
“the art and science of 

preventing disease, prolonging life and promoting health 
through the organised efforts of society” 

(Acheson, 1988; WHO)





Why is systems thinking important?
• ‘How systems work, and how we play a role in them lets us function more effectively and proactively within 

them. The more we understand systemic behaviour, the more we can anticipate that behaviour and work 

with systems (rather than being controlled by them)’ Daniel Kim



What is a system?
• A system is a group of interacting, interrelated or interdependent parts that form a complex and 

unified whole
• Systems have purpose

• All parts must be present for the system to function optimally

• The way in which parts are arranged affects the performance of a system

• Systems attempt to maintain stability through feedback



What determines well-being and health?  





Systems focus for the win: Tobacco Control in NZ

Health Dept
posters 
1948

TV& radio ads 
banned 1963

Pack warnings 
1974

First tax 
increase 1985

SE Act 1990 & 
sponsorship 
bans

SEAA 2005 
bars 
smokefree

education System  change

Jock Phillips, 'Smoking - Smoking under attack: 1960–2000s', Te Ara - the Encyclopedia of New Zealand, http://www.TeAra.govt.nz/en/graph/38983/tobacco-consumption-per-new-zealand-adult-1920-2010 
(accessed 19 June 2017)



System Actions for a Healthy 
City



• Marketing to 
children

• Wai Auckland

• Transport 
Safety





Saturated: Junk food marketing to kids

INFORMAS Food Environment National Survey: Marketing to Children



Not marketing to children, apparently



Successful complaints



Action on Unhealthy Ads to Kids

1. Influence Healthy Public Policy – ASA 
review 2016-17
• Only the nutrient criteria made it 

in (no monitoring, no 
independence, no WHO 
definition of a child)

2. Tested the effectiveness of the code

3. Highlight the issue publicly 

4. Push for a better system





Monitoring Data
Dummy+





• 346 drinking fountains in Auckland City (1:4000 
people)

– predominantly in parks 

– ?Quality

– ?Visibility

– No design standards / guidelines 

• Yarra Valley Water - Melbourne (1:1125 people)
– Population 1.8 m, 1600 drinking fountains, multiple 

areas, visible on Choose Tap

• Brisbane City Council (1:1600 people)
– Population  2.4m,  1473 drinking fountains, 845 in 

central city area

IN THE BEGINNING…



Sample N = 282/363 

(17 not on Council database)

WHAT WE KNOW NOW

CHARACTERISTIC YES

Functioning 96.5%

Linear water flow 85.3%

Drinkable 72.8%

Clean 61.7%

Vandalism 1.1%

Wai Auckland Drinking Fountain Audit 2019



WHAT’S NEEDED

• More drinking fountains
- in the right locations (foot traffic, high density, equity)

- prioritised GIS targeting required

• Increased visibility/awareness 
- in process through @AklPaths business case

- RefillNZ

• Design guidance 
• Transport Design Manual, Auckland Design Manual,  Regional Public 

Transport Plan

• Ensuring quality/cleanliness



Transport safety 
and Vision Zero 



Transport and trauma

• Road injuries are the 10th leading 
cause of premature death in NZ

• 3% of all DALYs lost are due to 
road crashes

Ministry of Health. 2020. Longer, Healthier Lives: New Zealand’s Health 1990–2017. Wellington: 
Ministry of Health.











Reducing vehicle 
speed reduces 
harm



Lower speeds 
support a 
transport mode 
shift



Speed is influenced by design



Social and geographical differences in harm – The system 
delivers inequity

Jamie Hosking et al. from: https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/1753-
6405.12034

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1111/1753-6405.12034




Activity

Is there a need to address commercial 
determinants in the transport system? What 
examples can you see?

What changes would you make to your part of the 
transport system from the health perspective?



Acknowledgements:
Healthy Auckland Together partners
AT Road Safety Partnerships Team

Systems thinking in Public Health



“The increasing weight of people worldwide is the 
result of a normal response, by normal people, to 
an abnormal environment”

Lancet 2011;378:741



Shifting transport system dynamics 
towards wellbeing and fairness

Ernest Zacharevich Little children on a bicycle 

a.macmillan@otago.ac.nz

@       @alexkmacmillan

mailto:a.macmillan@otago.ac.nz


Transport and health laundry list
Influences

Sense of safety (crime & injury)

What’s “normal” at the moment

Speed and volume of traffic

Space affordance

Cost

Reliability

Attractiveness

Political willingness to invest

Power of different influences on policy

Public and media discourse

Distribution of infrastructure and services

Sprawl and distance between home and 

destinations

Land and housing ownership patterns and policies

Wellbeing and fairness outcomes

Safe climate

Road traffic injuries

Connection with nature

Air pollution

Social connection

Connection to family and friends

Lost earnings and work

Living costs

Physical activity

Obesity

Time pressure, uncertainty and stress

Fair access to health promoting destinations

Cultural wellbeing

Water quality

Biodiversity



Places to intervene in a system

Adapted from Meadows 1997 by Abson et al 2016



Time Series Models

Describe trends

Multivariate Statistical Models

Identify historical trend drivers 

and correlates

Four step transport models

Predict and provide
Patterns

Structure

Events
Increasing:

• Depth of causal theory

• Robustness for 

longer-term projection

• Value for developing 

policy insights

• Degrees of 

uncertainty

• Leverage for change Dynamic Simulation Models

Anticipate new trends, learn 

about policy consequences, 

and set justifiable goals

Adapted from Milstein 2007

Tools for policy planning and evaluation



Transport and health as a complex social, political, physical and 
technical system

Characteristics

1. Complexity

2. Feedback

3. Tipping points/thresholds

4. Delays

=path dependence, unexpected policy consequences, time delays



Steve Easterbrook 2013 Serendipity http://www.easterbrook.ca/steve/2013/08/the-climate-as-a-system-part-2-energy-consumption/

http://www.easterbrook.ca/steve/2013/08/the-climate-as-a-system-part-2-energy-consumption/


Activity: Transport and health feedback loops

1. Go to www.menti.com

2. Type in the code 1892296 to see the transport and 

laundry list slide during the discussions

3. Accept invitation to a breakout room

4. Make sure someone takes notes of your discussion 

http://www.menti.com/


Macmillan & Mackie 2016 

Wellbeing & the trip to 
work – equity focus



Participatory SD process

Desired outcomes

Problem identification

Representation of system structure and 

behaviour (maps)

Computer simulations

Scenario experimentation

Policy design (simulations and assessment tool)

Adapted from Saeed 1992 



Most effective as participatory co-learning

“It’s like a bucket’s been lifted off my head!”

Macmillan et al 2016



Simulation 
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Air pollution outcomes
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The reality is that… private 
vehicles will continue to be the 
method by which most people 

will travel within the foreseeable 
future, and our investments need 

to reflect that reality

Commuting by bike has health 
benefits and also helps take 
pressure off other transport 

networks… funding will allow 
cycleway infrastructure 

to...deliver real incentives for 
commuters to get on their bikes

2010 2014



Discursive/
political/economic
feedbacks?

%national fund spent on
roads and road

maintenance v other
activity classes

physical
affordance to
vehicle use

power and legitimacy of
freight and car users'

lobby groups

+

+

+

R

number of motor
vehicles registered

taxation revenue
from road user

charges

size of the NLTF

+

+

+

+
entrenchment of

earmarked funding
structure
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+

+
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Places to intervene in a system

Adapted from Meadows 1997 by Abson et al 2016
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Healthy Urban Mobility

Using system change thinking 



Arataki step changes

Transport Outcomes





Paradigm shift for our towns and cities



Technical problem or adaptive challenge?

•



Diagnosing the problem…..

•

Technical Problems Adaptive Challenges

Easy to identify and define problems Difficult to identify or define

Can often be solved by an expert Can require changes in values, belief, 

roles, relationships & approached to work

Technical Solutions Community solutions, consultation, multi-

disciplinary

Implementation often quick and easy -

clear

Change in numerous places required –

across organisational boundaries

Require change in one or a few isolated 

places

Solutions often experimental, discoveries, 

can take a long time to implement

Requires expertise Requires leadership

Heifetz and Linksy, 

2002 



Technical problem or adaptive challenge?

•

• “The single most common source of 
leadership failure is that people….treat 
adaptive challenges like technical 
problems” Heifetz and Linsky, 2002





Ways of approaching system change

Source: https://www.cleverism.com/understanding-kubler-ross-change-curve/

• Socio-technical systems

• Evolution

• Change management

• A movement

• Disruption

• Transition Management



Adapted from 

(Geels, 2011)

Sociotechnical systems and niche innovations



Some examples of transport’s socio-technical system

Zero 

Carbon Act

Housing 

crisis

Cross-Agency 

programes...

Crown 

funding
E-bikes

Funding 

practices/

cycle

Legislation
Public 

narratives/

media

Car 

industry

Car sharing 

schemes

COVID-19

Code of 

Practice for 

Temporary 

Traffic 

Management





Event

Community

Council 
processes

Govt Standards 
and regulations

Society

COPTTM

Apply to Council 
for Play Street

Streets are for cars
I wish we could 

play on the street

Road User Rule –
pedestrians should be on 

footpath

Events Team
Traffic 
Dept

Lodge TMP

Signatures for 
75% support

Feedback/ 
approval

Road 
Closure

TM 
requirements

$$$ and 
Effort

Event



Tactical urbanism as an approach to change

“Smarter Ways to Change: Learning from innovative practice in road space reallocation” Helen 
Rowe, 2013  https://apo.org.au/node/59916

• Non-threatening way to explore change, 
reducing risks

• Dialled up or down, based on community 
attitudes (eg, pop-up to interim)

• Engaging and participatory– ‘stimulation,’  
building trust, capturing local knowledge

• A more positive experience of change

• Slow brain over fast brain

“People cannot reconcile themselves to the loss of familiar attachments in terms of some impersonal 

utilitarian calculation of the common good. They have to find their own meaning in these changes before 

they can live with them”.

https://aus01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fapo.org.au%2Fnode%2F59916&data=02%7C01%7CClaire.Pascoe%40nzta.govt.nz%7C9186403374d44badb1fb08d81bd0755c%7C7245e48ca9ff4b2898ef05cfa8edb518%7C0%7C0%7C637289929447918746&sdata=0E%2BG2n3bWdQx4Zr6YTwldfMJqhIo0YdxlFd8ONSmYXo%3D&reserved=0


34 out of 45 respondents found 
it NOT EASY AT ALL to deliver 
such projects

Barriers to tactical urbanism in NZ
Survey of practitioners identified numerous barriers in NZ system

• Internal decision making process & risk adverse culture

• Public/Business reluctance to change - Fear of loss of parking & vehicle 
access

• Uncertainty about who to engage with at NZTA about temporary projects

• Onerous traffic management requirements and costs

• Unwillingness from road engineers 

• Business case driven by effect on vehicle movements alone, does not include 
benefits to cycling or walking

• NZTA Traffic Control Device trial process – difficult & slow process and lack of 
funds

• Lack of strategic knowledge and evidence of previous cases with benefits 
evaluated and highlighted

• Regulations on Health & Safety



“It’s a bit 
like snakes 
and 
ladders, 
with no 
ladders”



Case for 
change

Regulatory 
support/
enablers

National 
legitimacy and 

leadership

Investment 
pathway

Capability 
development Innovating 

Streets for 

People





But the regime came rushing back...



Examples of recent system change 
wins for tactical urbanism



System change using evidence-
based communication

• Shift conversations from individual action to 

system change based on a shared vision

• Sell the cake (vision), not the ingredients

• Focus on instrinsic community values

• Framing individual action as a stepping stone 

to system action

https://www.theworkshop.org.nz/publications/how-

to-talk-about-urban-mobility-and-transport-shift-a-

short-guide

https://www.theworkshop.org.nz/publications/how-to-talk-about-urban-mobility-and-transport-shift-a-short-guide


System change and communication



What do you think is the biggest 
‘regime’ barrier to healthier urban 
mobility in your part of the system?



Source: Mackie Research

Lemauga Lydia Sosene, Chair 
Māngere Otahuhu Local Board

Leadership is key!



Questions


